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It has been hypothesized that group-living mammals engage in reconciliation (post-conflict affiliation
between former opponents) to reduce the disruptive costs of aggression and restore opponents’ tolerance
to baseline levels. Recipients of aggression are sometimes reluctant to tolerate the proximity of a recent
opponent, however, in apparent fear that aggression will be renewed. In such cases, reconciliatory
behaviour by the aggressor’s close kin may substitute for direct reconciliation. We describe a playback
experiment with free-ranging baboons (Papio hamadryas ursinus) that examines whether friendly behaviour
by the aggressor’s kin can substitute for direct reconciliation by the aggressor herself. In the test condition,
female subjects who had recently been threatened heard the friendly grunt of one of their aggressor’s
relatives, mimicking kin-mediated vocal reconciliation. In the control condition, subjects heard the grunt
of a dominant female from a different matriline. Subjects responded significantly more strongly in test than
in control trials. Moreover, in the next hour they were significantly more likely to tolerate the proximity of
both their aggressor and the relative whose grunt they had heard. In contrast, subjects’ behaviour towards
both control females and other members of their aggressor’s matriline was unaffected. We conclude that
kin-mediated vocal reconciliation can substitute for direct reconciliation in baboons.
Keywords: conflict management; direct reconciliation; kin-mediated reconciliation; baboon;
recognition of others’ kin

1. INTRODUCTION
Many group-living animals minimize the disruptive effects
of aggression by reconciling after fights (see de Waal 1996;
Wittig & Boesch 2003a). Post-conflict affiliation functions
to restore recent opponents to baseline tolerance levels
and may help to maintain group cohesion (Cords 1992;
Cheney & Seyfarth 1997; Wittig & Boesch 2005).
Reconciliation is thus potentially beneficial to both
aggressors and their victims.
In order to engage in friendly reconciliatory behaviour,
former opponents must come into close proximity soon after
the aggressive interaction (see appendix in Wittig & Boesch
2005). However, subordinate victims may not always
tolerate the close proximity of a former aggressor because
approaches can result in renewed aggression (Aureli & van
Schaik 1991; Wittig & Boesch 2003b). Thus, although
reconciliation is potentially beneficial to both parties,
dominant aggressors may not always be able to approach
their victims to reconcile with them. This problem may be
especially acute in ‘despotic’ monkey species characterized
by strong matrilineal dominance hierarchies and unidirectional aggression (van Schaik 1983; Sterck et al.
1997). Female baboons (Papio hamadryas spp.) and rhesus
macaques (Macaca mulatta), for example, reconcile at lower
rates than more tolerant female lion-tailed macaques
(Macaca silenus) or Tonkean macaques (Macaca tonkeana).
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Their dominance hierarchies are also comparatively more
rigid (Thierry 1985, 2000; Silk et al. 1996).
There are at least two possible mechanisms that may
facilitate reconciliation without requiring aggressors to
come into close proximity with their victim. First, the
aggressor can reconcile vocally. Female chacma baboons
(Papio hamadryas ursinus) often grunt to their former
victims soon after an aggressive interaction. Grunts seem
to function as signals of benign intent, indicating that
aggression is unlikely to be renewed (Cheney et al. 1995;
Silk et al. 1996). In a playback experiment, Cheney &
Seyfarth (1997) demonstrated that subordinate female
baboons were more likely to tolerate the approach of their
recent aggressor after hearing her grunt than after hearing
no grunt or the grunt of another dominant female
unrelated to the aggressor.
Second, kin may function as mediators, reconciling
with the victim on behalf of their relative. Kin-mediated
reconciliation might substitute for direct reconciliation
when aggressors are not motivated to initiate friendly
contact or when victims avoid their aggressor’s
approaches. Although apparent kin-mediated reconciliation occurs in a variety of monkey species (e.g. Cheney &
Seyfarth 1989; Judge & Mullen 2005; see Das 2000 for
review), it remains unclear whether it helps to restore the
relationship between the opponents.
As in other non-human primate species, social
interactions among chacma baboons (P. h. ursinus) are
mediated by facial expressions, postures, gestures and a
variety of different vocalizations (Cheney et al. 1995;
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Silk et al. 1996). When vegetation prohibits the use of gaze
direction as a cue for inferring the intended target of a
vocalization, baboons use a variety of other social cues
when deciding whether or not to respond, including the
signaller’s identity, the call type and the nature of recent
interactions. Playback experiments have demonstrated,
for example, that if a baboon hears a recent opponent’s
threat-grunt she will often leave the immediate area (Engh
et al. 2006b). If, however, she hears her opponent’s
‘reconciliatory’ grunt, she is less likely to move away and
often even approaches that female (Cheney & Seyfarth
1997). In both cases, the baboon acts as if she regards the
call as directed at herself as a direct consequence of the
recent interaction. In contrast, playback of an uninvolved
female’s call has little effect on subjects’ behaviour. In this
latter case, baboons behave as if they regard the call as
directed towards someone else.
In this paper, we investigate the occurrence and
function of kin-mediated vocal reconciliation among
female chacma baboons. Using a playback experiment,
subjects who had recently been threatened heard the grunt
of one of their aggressor’s close relatives (the ‘reconciling
relative’), to mimic kin-mediated reconciliation. In the
control condition, subjects heard the grunt of a dominant
female from another matriline. On the assumption that
subjects would treat the reconciling relative’s grunt as a
proxy for reconciliation with their aggressor, we predicted
that subjects would be more likely to approach their
opponent and tolerate her approaches after hearing the
reconciling relative’s grunt than after hearing the grunt of
a female unrelated to their opponent.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Study area and subjects
The study was conducted in the Moremi Game Reserve, in
the Okavango Delta of Botswana, on a group of free-ranging
chacma baboons. The habitat consists of seasonal flood plain
interspersed with small ‘islands’ (Bulger & Hamilton 1987;
Cheney et al. 2004). The group has been observed since 1978
and all animals are fully habituated to human observers on
foot. At the time of these experiments ( January–December
2005), the group contained approximately 70 individuals,
including between 21–26 adult females and 5–10 adult males,
4–5 adolescent males and 2–9 adolescent females and 21–40
juveniles and infants. Experimental subjects were 13 adult
females (less than 7 years). We conducted 16 matched-pair
playback experiments including 13 different subjects.
As in other species of Old World monkey, female baboons
form stable, linear dominance hierarchies based on the
direction of approach–retreat interactions and aggression.
Females assume ranks similar to their mothers’, so that
matrilineal relatives typically occupy adjacent ranks (Silk
et al. 1999).
(b) Playback stimuli
Calls used as playback stimuli were recorded opportunistically from known individuals using Sennheisser ME88
microphones and NOMAD digital recorders. Sound files
were saved in wav format and used within nine months from
the time of the recording. After transferring the calls from
the NOMAD to a laptop, we used COOLEDIT software
(Syntrillium, Phoenix, AZ) to ensure that the natural call
sequences used as playback stimuli were high quality, without
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)

vocalizations from other baboons or masking background
noise. All sequences were selected to be similar in call and
bout length, rate and amplitude and to match the amplitude
of naturally occurring calls. Calls were broadcast from a Bose
Roommate II loudspeaker.
Female grunts are low amplitude, tonal vocalizations with
a rich formant structure (Owren et al. 1997) that are given
during friendly interactions. Females often grunt to each
other during approaches or while handling infants. Acoustic
analysis (Owren et al. 1997) and playback experiments
(Cheney & Seyfarth 1997; Rendall et al. 1999) have shown
that baboon grunts are individually distinctive to listeners.
All playback sequences consisted of three grunts and were
similar in duration and amplitude. Different subjects usually
heard different grunts (only one series of kin grunts and two
series of non-kin grunts were broadcast twice each, but to
different subjects). The mean duration of the reconciling
relative’s grunt sequence was 2.03G0.21 s; the mean
duration of the unrelated female’s sequence was 2.06G
0.23 s. We used the grunts of nine females in test trials and
seven females in control trials.
(c) Experimental protocol
The experiment followed a matched-pair design, with each
subject appearing in two separate trials after being threatened
(lunged at or chased) by the same dominant female. Playback
experiments were conducted within 5 min of the original
fight, as soon as the subject and her aggressor had separated
without interacting or vocalizing and the subject was out of
sight of the aggressor and all members of her matriline. The
loudspeaker was hidden in vegetation at a distance of 5–8 m
and at roughly 908 orientation from the subject, in the same
direction from which the aggressor was last seen. All trials
were conducted when the subject was either sitting or
standing and not interacting with any other animal.
In the test trial, the subject heard the grunt of her
aggressor’s close relative (the reconciling relative). Close kin
were defined as mothers, daughters or maternal sisters
(rR0.25), and matrilines as clusters of closely related females.
In the control trial, the subject heard the grunt of another
higher-ranking female belonging to a different matriline from
the aggressor’s. The order of presentation of test and control
trials was alternated.
We used a SONY DCR-TRV25 digital video camera to
record any changes in head position relative to the speaker in
the 10 s before and 1 min after playback. We then followed the
subject for 60 min to determine whether she came within the
proximity (within 2 m) of her aggressor or any of her aggressor’s
matrilineal relatives. Whenever she did, we noted both the time
and the nature of her encounter. The subject was defined as
‘tolerating’ the proximity of her aggressor if she either
approached her aggressor or her aggressor’s matrilineal relatives
to within 2 m or did not move away when they approached to
within 2 m. Such close proximity often leads to friendly
interactions such as grooming and is only maintained when
the subordinate is not avoiding the more dominant individual.
In addition to the playback follows, we conducted regular
focal animal sampling (Altmann 1974) on each adult female.
Focal animal observations lasted 10 min, and each female was
sampled on average once a week for a period of 15 months
(range 520–670 min). We used focal data to calculate natural
frequencies of possible instances of vocal reconciliation by
aggressors and aggressors’ kin.
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On the assumption that subjects would treat a grunt from
the reconciling relative as a proxy for reconciliation with the
aggressor herself, we predicted that subjects would look
longer and more often towards the speaker, and perhaps even
approach the speaker, in test than in control trials. We also
predicted that, in the next hour, subjects would be more likely
to tolerate the proximity of their aggressor and their
aggressor’s close relatives. Testing the last prediction, we
compared latencies to tolerate the proximity. The latency was
measured as the time between the playback stimuli and the
first situation in which subjects tolerated the proximity of
their aggressors or their aggressors’ close relatives.
To minimize the possibility that the baboons would
habituate to the playback stimuli, a maximum of two playback
experiments was conducted daily. Playback experiments were
never conducted within 2 h of each other, and the same
subject never appeared in more than one playback experiment
on the same day. Female baboons grunt to each other at very
high rates (on average, once per 3 min; Cheney et al. 1995), so
females heard playbacks of grunts at far lower rates than they
heard naturally occurring grunts.
(d) Data analysis
Video films were analysed using Adobe PREMIER software. In
coding experiments using a frame-by-frame method (15
frames per second), we measured three different responses:
the duration of looking, number of looks towards the speaker
in the first minute after the playback and whether or not the
subject approached the speaker. A ‘look’ was defined as a
head orientation directly towards the speaker. Movement was
only recorded as an approach when it was directly towards the
speaker and when it was the first move in any direction after
the playback.
To analyse continuous measures of behavioural responses,
we calculated average values for each of the subjects that were
tested more than once (NZ13). However, categorical
bivariate measures had to be analysed per dyad (NZ16).
To determine the legitimacy of testing three measures of
behavioural response to the speaker after playback, we
conducted a bivariate correlation test between the three
dependent variables. All correlation factors were r!0.7,
indicating minimal likelihood of multi-collinearity, and
therefore no need to exclude any variables ( Tabachnick &
Fidell 2001). To determine the legitimacy of using parametric
statistics, we conducted Kolmogorov–Smirnov one sample
tests (Siegel & Castellan 1988) to test for normal distribution
of the behavioural measures. Since none of the behavioural
measures showed a normal distribution, we used nonparametric statistics.
Our post-trial follows yielded many tied results for two
reasons. First, a tied result occurred by default whenever a
subject failed to come into proximity of any of the relevant
individuals in the ensuing hour in both conditions. These
‘default ties’ are a common occurrence in free-ranging
animals, where interactions cannot be coerced. Second,
‘behavioural ties’ occurred when a subject’s interactions
with her aggressor, the reconciling relative or other members
of the aggressor’s matriline in the hour following playback
were the same in both test and control conditions.
Owing to the small sample size, we conducted exact
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks and exact Sign test for
categorical data (Mundry & Fischer 1998), to compare
subjects’ behaviour between trials (Siegel & Castellan 1988).
Default ties were not considered in either test, which reduced
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the sample size accordingly. Since our hypotheses generated clear directional predictions, all tests were one-tailed
(aZ0.05). Bonferroni correction (indicated by ‘!’) was
applied when variables were tested twice (a!Z0.025).
Since ties jeopardize the power of classical non-parametric
statistics, we also calculated the bias-corrected and accelerated (bca) confidence intervals of the differences between test
and control conditions using bootstrap methods (DiCiccio &
Efron 1996). The bca bootstrap confidence interval is
recommended for general use, especially in cases when the
assumption of normality is violated (Efron 1987). We
calculated the difference in response between test and control
conditions for each pair. We then generated the 90% CIs
corresponding to a one-tailed test and the 95% CIs
corresponding to a one-tailed test with Bonferroni correction
for double testing, using bootstrap methods with 1000
replications. This method is equivalent to calculating a
standard deviation for normally distributed, parametric data
and takes ties into account. In tests where the bca confidence
interval enclosed 0, we accepted the null hypothesis that there
was no difference between test and control conditions. If it
did not, we rejected the null hypothesis with a of 0.05.
In cases with few ties (less than 10%), our conclusions are
drawn from the Wilcoxon or Sign test. Otherwise, we follow
the results indicated by the bca confidence interval. In either
case, however, we present both statistical results.

3. RESULTS
(a) Natural frequency of vocal kin-mediated
reconciliation
To determine the natural rate at which close kin grunted to
the victims of their relative’s aggression, we analysed the
106 aggressive interactions that involved aggressors with at
least one close female relative and that occurred at least
5 min before a focal sample was terminated. In 20% of
cases (NZ21), a close relative of the aggressor grunted to
the victim within 5 min after the dispute, with or without
subsequent affiliative behaviour such as an embrace or
grooming interaction. In contrast, the aggressor herself
grunted to her victim following only 9% (NZ10) of
disputes.
(b) Responses to playback
In playback trials, subjects’ responses differed significantly
between the two conditions. Specifically, subjects looked
for longer (figure 1) and more times (figure 2) towards the
speaker in the test than in the control condition (Duration
of looking Wilcoxon test: NZ13, TZ5, pZ0.0012;
Bootstrap: p!0.05, no. 1 in table 1. Number of looks
Wilcoxon test: NZ13, T CZ63, 2 ties, pZ0.0024;
Bootstrap: p!0.05, no. 2 in table 1). However, there
was no difference between the two conditions in the
likelihood that subjects would approach the speaker in
the minute following playback (Sign test: NZ16, kZ1,
10 ties, pZ0.109; Bootstrap: n.s., no. 3 in table 1).
(c) Interactions with the aggressor and her
matriline
During the hour following playback, the subject and
members of her aggressor’s matriline (aggressor, reconciling relative and other kin) might or might not come into
close proximity (less than 2 m). When they did, subjects
showed a shorter latency to tolerate the proximity of these
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Figure 1. The duration that subjects looked towards the
speaker in the first minute after playback in test and control
trials (NZ13). Median value is shown as a dashed line. Boxplots represent second and third quartile and error-bars
represent the 95% confidence interval. Dots above or below
the box-plots represent outliers.

individuals after test trials than after control trials
(figure 3a; Wilcoxon test: NZ12, TZ4, pZ0.0017;
Bootstrap: p!0.05, no. 4a in table 1). When the different
members of the aggressor’s matriline were considered
separately, subjects showed a shorter latency to tolerate
their aggressor’s proximity after test trials than after
control trials (figure 3b; Wilcoxon test: NZ8, TZ2,
pZ0.0117; Bootstrap: p!0.05, no. 4b in table 1). The
bootstrap analysis also indicated that subjects showed a
shorter latency to tolerate the reconciling relative’s
proximity (Bootstrap: p!0.05, no. 4c in table 1). This
difference did not reach significance, however, in a
Wilcoxon test (NZ8, TZ7, p!Z0.0742). There was no
difference between trial types in subjects’ latency to
tolerate proximity of other relatives of the aggressor’s
matriline (Wilcoxon test: NZ8, TZ10, pZ0.1563; Bootstrap: n.s., no. 4d in table 1).
In total, subjects tolerated the proximity of either their
aggressor (NZ7), the reconciling relative (NZ4) or other
relatives (NZ1) in 12 (75%) test trials, compared with
only one (6%) control trial. In four of these 12 test trials,
subjects also engaged in friendly behaviour, such as
embracing or grooming, with their aggressor. One subject
engaged in friendly behaviour with the reconciling relative.
Subjects did not engage in friendly behaviour with any
other members of the aggressor’s matriline. Similarly,
subjects never engaged in friendly behaviour with the
aggressor or the reconciling relative in control trials.
Although hearing the grunt of a reconciling relative was
correlated with changes in subjects’ behaviour towards
both the aggressor and the reconciling relative, hearing the
grunt of an unrelated female did not alter subjects’
behaviour towards that female. After hearing the control
female’s grunt, subjects did not show a shorter latency to
tolerate that female’s proximity (Wilcoxon test: NZ5,
TZ5, p!Z0.3125; Bootstrap: n.s., no. 4e in table 1).
Indeed, subjects showed a shorter latency to tolerate the
proximity of the reconciling relative after hearing her grunt
than to tolerate the proximity of the unrelated female after
hearing hers (Wilcoxon test: NZ9, TZ5, p!Z0.0195;
Bootstrap: p!0.05, no. 4f in table 1).
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)
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Figure 2. The number of times that subjects looked towards
the speaker in the first minute after playback in test and
control trials (NZ13). Symbols are the same as given in figure
legend 1.

In sum, the reconciliatory grunt of the aggressor’s close
kin had the strongest effect on the subject’s behaviour
towards the aggressor, the second strongest effect on the
subject’s behaviour towards the reconciling relative and
the weakest effect on the other members of the aggressor’s
matriline. Finally, hearing the grunt of a control female
had no effect on subjects’ behaviour towards any female.

4. DISCUSSION
Upon hearing the grunt of their aggressor’s close relative,
female baboons looked towards the speaker more often
and for a longer duration than upon hearing the grunt of a
female unrelated to their aggressor. Moreover, in the hour
following playback of the reconciling relative’s grunt,
subjects’ latency to tolerate their aggressor’s proximity was
significantly shorter. Subjects responded as if they
assumed that the reconciling relative’s vocalization was
directed at them and was causally related to the recent
fight. They appeared to regard the relative’s grunt as a
proxy for reconciliation with the aggressor herself.
Subjects’ disposition towards the reconciling relative was
also affected; their latency to tolerate the reconciling
relative’s proximity was significantly shorter than their
latency to tolerate the proximity of the control female.
Although the grunt of the reconciling relative functioned to reconcile subjects with their aggressor, subjects
did not generalize their response towards all members of
the matriline. Their behaviour towards other members of
the aggressor’s matriline was relatively unaffected. These
results provide some evidence that, while baboons
recognize other individuals’ membership in particular
matrilines (Cheney & Seyfarth 1999; Bergman et al.
2003), they nonetheless discriminate among the different
members that comprise them. They react as if they do not
treat all the members of a matriline as equivalent or
‘mutually substitutable’ (cf. Schusterman & Kastak 1998;
Schusterman et al. 2003).
When assessing the intended recipient of another
individual’s vocalization, female baboons appear to take
into account the signaller’s identity, the type of vocalization given, the nature of recent interactions and the
signaller’s relationship with her recent behavioural
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Table 1. Mean difference and bca confidence intervals of the differences between test and control conditions for each variable using
bootstrap methods with 1000 replications. (MD, mean difference between test and control condition; CI, confidence interval.)
CI
no.

variable (unit)

N

1
2
3
4
a
b
c
d
e
f

duration of looking towards the speaker (s)
number of looks towards the speaker (no.)
approaching the speaker (% yes versus no)
latency to tolerate proximity (min)
of any member of the aggressor’s matriline
of the aggressor
of the reconciling relative
of other kin of the aggressor
of control female
of reconciling relative versus control female

13
13
16

1.75
1.78
25

90
90
90

1.03
1.06
0

3.27
2.58
50

!0.05
!0.05
n.s.

13
13
13
13
13
13

K25.14
K17.91
K10.58
K5.47
K4
K9.6

90
90
95
90
95
95

K36.21
K28.38
K23.84
K19.38
K16.85
K19.08

K10.65
K7.46
K1.92
5.72
5.77
K0.05

!0.05
!0.05
!0.05
n.s.
n.s.
!0.05
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partners. Vocalization type is crucial in guiding females’
responses towards former opponents. While grunts
function to reconcile, threat-grunts are perceived as a
renewal of aggression (Engh et al. 2006b; Wittig et al.
2007). Furthermore, females do not simply alter their
disposition towards any individual whose call they hear,
because in these experiments subjects’ behaviour towards
control females was unaffected by these females’ friendly
grunts. Perhaps because they had not recently interacted
with the control female, subjects seemed to interpret that
female’s grunt as irrelevant to the recent fight and directed
at someone else (see also Engh et al. 2006b). In contrast,
even though they had also not recently interacted with the
reconciling relative, they treated this female’s grunt as
relevant to the dispute. Apparently, the relative’s close
bond with the aggressor was sufficient to cause subjects to
infer that the grunt must be directed at them.
The proximate mechanisms that motivate a female
baboon to reconcile with her relative’s victim are not
immediately obvious. It is unlikely that baboons
empathize in the sense of projecting their own mental
states onto others, because baboons and other monkeys
appear unable to attribute mental states different from
their own to others (reviewed by: Cheney & Seyfarth
1990; Tomasello & Call 1997; Silk in press). Similarly, it
seems unlikely that baboons reconcile with other females’
opponents because friendly contact alleviates the general
anxiety that arises as a consequence of witnessing
aggression, because not all bystanders are equally likely
to be friendly. Moreover, the victims of disputes do not
accept friendly grunts from females unrelated to their
opponent as an indication of reconciliation. Only the
relative’s grunt is relevant.
Kin-mediated reconciliation may ultimately be linked
to the inclusive fitness of the reconciling relative. If
disputes remain unreconciled, tolerance may remain
disrupted between both opponents and their matrilines,
and group cohesion may be weakened. Such loss of
cohesion may prove costly in areas of high predation
( Janson 1992) or during inter-group competition for
resources ( Wrangham 1980; Cheney 1992). Regardless of
their dominance rank, group life is essential for all female
baboons, and more socially integrated females experience
higher infant survival (Silk et al. 2003) and reduced stress
(Beehner et al. 2005; Engh et al. 2006a). In the Okavango
Delta, females’ reproductive success is determined

MD

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
test control test control test control
aggressor reconciling relative other kin

Figure 3. The subjects’ latency to first tolerate again
proximity (a) of any member of their aggressor’s matriline
and (b) of a specific member of their aggressor’s matriline in
test and control trials (NZ13). Symbols are the same as given
in figure legend 1.

primarily by predation and infanticide (Cheney et al.
2004), and females can diminish the deleterious effects of
these two selective pressures by establishing and maintaining close bonds with kin, adult males and other adult
females. Reconciliation serves the important function of
minimizing and ameliorating the disruptive effects of
aggression and restoring tolerance among females.
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In baboons, however, direct reconciliation between
aggressors and their victims is relatively rare, occurring
after only 9–13% of conflicts (Silk et al. 1996). This low
frequency may arise in part because subordinate victims
avoid their opponents after a dispute in apparent fear that
aggression will be renewed. Results from these playback
experiments suggest that aggressors’ kin can ameliorate
the potentially disruptive effects of aggression by reconciling on their relatives’ behalf. Our observations indicate
that females grunt to the victims of their relatives’
aggression following 20% of disputes, a rate double that
of direct reconciliation. Taken together, this triples the
frequency of reconciliation in baboons to 30–40% of all
conflicts, a level similar to that found in ‘egalitarian’
species, such as the moor macaques (Macaca maurus;
42%; Matsumura 1996) and chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes;
range: 19.2–32.1%; Arnold & Whiten 2001; Kutsukake &
Castles 2004; Wittig & Boesch 2005). If similar kinmediated reconciliation occurs at equal frequencies in
other despotic monkey species, the apparent variation in
reconciliatory frequencies between despotic and more
tolerant species may disappear ( Thierry 2000; see
Appendix A of Aureli & de Waal 2000).
In chimpanzees, third-party post-conflict affiliation by
an uninvolved bystander towards the victim of aggression
has operationally been termed ‘consolation’ (de Waal &
van Roosmalen 1979). Although consolation has previously been thought to be unique to apes for both
cognitive and social reasons (de Waal & Aureli 1996; Watts
et al. 2000; Preston & de Waal 2002), there appear to be
many behavioural parallels between consolation in
chimpanzees and kin-mediated reconciliation in monkeys
(Cheney & Seyfarth 1989; Call et al. 2002). Indeed, just as
consolation is hypothesized to substitute for reconciliation
in apes ( Wittig & Boesch 2003b; Palagi et al. 2006), so
does kin-mediated reconciliation function as a substitute
for direct reconciliation in baboons.
In conclusion, female baboons who are the victims of
aggression appear to accept a reconciliatory grunt by a
relative of their aggressor as a proxy for reconciliation with
the aggressor herself. A friendly signal from a non-relative
does not serve this function, and reconciliation is extended
to the opponent and the stand-in relative, but probably not
to other members of the opponent’s matriline. This
hypothesis of kin-mediated vocal reconciliation assumes
that victims can recognize other females’ kin (or close
relations) and make inferences about the intended target
of a vocalization. Both of these assumptions are supported
by field experiments on baboons (e.g. Cheney & Seyfarth
1999; Engh et al. 2006b). Kin-mediated reconciliation,
however, does not require an ability to attribute mental
states to others.
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